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Join thousands of students from industryleading organizations who’ve learned proven
best practices in cause and effect analysis during
Sologic RCA training.
We’ve combined our team’s extensive first-hand experience applying the Sologic
method, with our clients’ best practices and requests. As a result, Sologic training
reflects a vast array of industries, disciplines, geographies and cultures, as well as
diverse experiences ranging from major investigations, to recurring and systemic
problems, to positive and proactive analyses.
By applying Sologic’s state-of-the-art RCA method to real-world problems in the
Participant class, you will gain the knowledge, tools, and confidence to contribute
to successful root cause analyses and investigations. You will be able to help solve
tough and recurring problems, and help proactively replicate successes.

Participant

Analyst Level I:
Facilitator

Analyst Level II:
Master Facilitator

Analyst Level III:
Lead Investigator
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Empower RCA Teams
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop core RCA problem-solving skills
Learn terms, processes and concepts used in RCA investigations
Learn the five steps of Sologic RCA, including how to apply cause and effect
Participate in a Sologic RCA
Help gather evidence
Help identify, understand and correct systemic causes
Help pinpoint effective solutions to problems of any magnitude
Work more effectively with RCA leaders and colleagues
Refresh previous RCA training
Help your organization save money and time, and reach its business goals
Help minimize the impact of human behavior and errors
Help unify your team around a common methodology, language and terminology

The Sologic RCA Method e Sologic RCA method
•
•
•
•
•

Universal, scalable, practical and intuitive for RCA novices and experts alike
Logical, complete and accurate process and terminology that’s aligned with how the world
actually works
Takes the focus away from non-specific causes, opinion, blame and punishment; shifts the
focus to systemic causes, objectivity, collaboration and data
Enables RCA facilitators and teams to more effectively and efficiently identify true causes
and effective solutions
Informs business decisions and supports achievement of business goals

Class Details
•
•
•

One eight-hour day of classroom instruction
Available only as a private, client-site seminar
No prerequisites required
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